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HELENA BICYCLE CLUB
No August
Meeting
Next Meeting:
Cycling Savvy
Sept 23rd, 2014
Where: Montana
Wild Center
2668 Broadwater
Ave. (south end of
Spring Meadow
Lake)
Cindy Trimp, of Helena and her sister, Dawn
Depner, of Portland, Oregon, who surprised
Cindy by joining her on this year’s DDR
NO AUGUST MEETING
Normally, we have a programmed club meeting on the fourth
Tuesday of each month. HBC will NOT have meet in August.
Instead, come ride on our regular Tuesday night ride. We
leave the Reber Park Cupola (on Memorial Drive) at 6:00
p.m..
CYCLING SAVVY COURSE SEPTEMBER 23rd
Taylor Lonsdale, from Bozeman, will present a course titled
‘Cycling Savvy’ during HBC’s regular monthly meeting. A lot
of people who think they are safe cyclists are going to be
surprised when they find out they could, with a few simple
steps, improve their safety while bicycling.
Taylor is a member of Bozeman’s Pedestrian and Traffic
Safety Committee, and of Bozeman’s Safe Routes to School
Task Force. Additionally, Taylor is Montana’s Safe Routes to
School coordinator, and works throughout Montana to
develop Safe Routes to School programs.
OHH RIDE REPORT
On Saturday, July 12, 2014, under clear skies and moderate
temperatures, eighty-nine cyclists rode the Club’s metric or
English One Helena Hundred century ride in the Missouri
River canyon. With the final accounting still incomplete, the
ride seems to have paid for itself, plus a little. These funds in
excess of ride-costs help fund other Club activities, such as
the DDR (below), this newsletter, helmet give-aways, and so
forth. Thanks to Rob Psurny for all his work putting the OHH
together this year, and to this year’s many volunteers.
Riders reported that they enjoyed this year’s route (other
years we have gone out to Eden Bridge on the Smith, and
only as far south as the town of Wolf Creek, which began in
Cascade and, for the English century and 80-mile riders,
went all the way to the south end of the Recreation Road.
There’s some talk of not riding north of Cascade next year,
instead doubling English Century riders’ distance on the
south end of the Recreation Road, in order to maximize time
in the shade.
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Saturday and Sunday, August 2nd and 3rd, saw forty-nine
cyclists enjoying a refreshed Double Divide Ride. This year,
cyclists were offered three ways to bike the divide twice: twelve
riders opted to ride the whole 135 miles in a single day; seven
opted for the two day version, but substituted the gravel Mullan
for MacDonald Pass, and Stemple for Flesher Pass; and
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This is the rarest of Helena
rides: No traffic, mostly easy
pedaling, delightful scenery,
and you ride along a
wonderful river or creek
much of the way.
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Distance: 21.4 miles one-way
Elevation Gained (one-way):
1,628
Starting Elevation: 4,900 feet
Ending Elevation (one-way):
6,240 feet
Link: http://ridewithgps.com/
routes/5691158
Difficulty: Easy—Moderate, due
to its relative isolation, at times
rough road surface, and a few
steep hills.
Traffic: Near-non-existent
Terrain: This route follows first
the Boulder River, then Bison
Creek. While the route climbs all
the way, mostly grades are
moderate and much is rail grade.
There are a few steep (but short)
hills beyond Mile 13.
Surface: Gravel to rough gravel,
some paved. The road surfaces
can be very rough, sandy, or wet
with canoe-able puddles.
Best Bike: Any gravel-capable
all-road bicycle. Mountain bikes
work fine, but are not necessary.
With sub-30mm tires you may
have to walk up a couple of
sandy graveled hills, or work
your way extra-carefully through
rough sections; but no worries;
you’ll have fun. This ride is not
suitable for skinny-tired bikes.
Best times: When the road is
dry or dry-ish and free of snow.
Special hazards/features:
Tunnel at Mile 18. Walk your bike
if you can’t see the road surface.
A light wouldn’t hurt but isn’t
necessary. Early season riders
should watch for ice.
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Starting and ending point: Boulder (see cue sheet), Galena Gulch
Recreation Site, Basin, or Elk Park. Access the Elk Park end of the
ride by, after reaching Elk Park, driving 5 miles toward Butte on I-15.
Turn off I-15 at Exit 138, the Elk Park Exit, and drive 5 miles back
along the Frontage Road to where the ride ends where Labelle Gulch
Rd swings north away from the freeway, and the unmarked Cattle
Drive Rd drops into the Elk Park, bordering the freeway.
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This is a great tour, with good scenery, interesting roads, and burger
and pizza options in Boulder and Basin. You will be riding along an old
rail line, so the grades are pretty mellow. Some of the route is named
‘Cattle Drive Road’, and you should be prepared to yield to herds of
cattle being driven down the road. Ducking off the road onto the
downhill side will likely ease the cowboy’s or cowgirl’s task as they
move their bovine doggies to fresh or winter pasture.
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Miles from (Milages derived from http://ridewithgps.com/routes/
Elk Park 5691158. Your results may vary)
Read Up REVERSE TURN DIRECTIONS IF RIDING from ELK
PARK to BOULDER (left becomes right, et cetera)
21.4
From S Main St, Boulder, at the bridge over Boulder
River, at the south end of town: Turn R onto gravel
Cattle Drive Rd, Boulder
19.8
Continue on Cattle Drive Rd as it closely parallels I-15
18.6
Cross bridge, continuing on Cattle Drive Rd. Road
becomes intermittent pavement
17.8
Continue past Galena Gulch Rd (Galena Gulch Rec
Site left turn 0.1 mile up Galena Gulch Rd) Continue
to ride parallel to Boulder River
16.9
Exit 160 joins route. Turn R onto High Ore Rd
16.4
Cross bridge. Pavement ends.
16.3
Turn L onto I-15 Frontage Rd, marked “NonMaintained Cattle Trail”
14.6
Continue on Frontage Rd as it crosses under I-15
13.2
Exit 156 to your right. Continue on Frontage Rd.
12.6
Unmarked Silver Ave to your right. Turn right for
access to Basin. Good food and beverages. No
gasoline.
11
Route crosses Boulder River on small bridge.
Continue on. Second crossing in 0.2 mile.
9.1
Point of interest—Rock glacier on your left. See
Wikipedia article
8.5
Route bends to R, skirting several shallow ponds
8.3
Route bends to L, skirting ponds and traveling past
several MDOT sheds
8
Turn R onto Boulder River Rd. Pass under freeway
7.9
Turn L onto I-15 Frontage Rd, the now-familiar NonMaintained Cattle Trail. Sharp climb on decomposed
granite gravel/sand almost immediately.
7.3
Top out of climb. Surface becomes more obviously an
old rail bed.
3.4
Enter 0.2 mile tunnel
2.9
Route once again closely alongside I-15
0.5
Begin short steep climb out of creek, above I-15
0
Intersection of West Elk Park (frontage) Rd and
Labelle Gulch Rd

Please read: This ride is isolated and includes a tunnel and
difficult riding surfaces. Be prepared and ride sensibly. You are
responsible for your own safety, so please ride safely. Wear a
helmet, be visible and ride predictably. Control your speed on
descents. This ride includes rough road surfaces, and you will be
exposed to varying amounts of traffic and potentially dangerous
weather. Conditions change due to alternations in routes,
uncertain weather, changes in traffic, deteriorated road surfaces,
construction activities, and other hazards or inconveniences too
numerous to foretell or specify. These directions and this map,
like all maps and directions, may become outdated and
inaccurate without warning. The Helena Bicycle Club (HBC), its
officers, volunteers, or contributors of these rides, trip leaders,
and others associated with this bicycle ride description and map
cannot be held responsible for the conditions of this route, or for
any aspect of your ride. HBC is not responsible for any injuries
or damages sustained or occurring while riding this route.
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DDR DDR Ride--Continued from p.1
twenty-seven rode the traditional route of MacDonald and
Flesher Passes. The food was good, as were the beverages
and lively conversation in Lincoln’s Hooper Park, and everyone
I talked with reported having had a really great ride. Thanks to
Don Harris, Wayne Chamberlin, and our other planners and
volunteers who organized the ride, obtained donations, staffed
aid stations, and did one or more the the myriad of things that
make, to our lucky riders, this supported ride feel ‘plush’.
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We’re waiting for final figures, but it appears that this year’s
ride will break even, thanks in large part to our our major
donor, Valley Bank; the Club wouldn’t be able to afford to put
on this great ride without their assistance. Thanks also to a
long list of local supporters, including: Bike Helena, Big Sky
Cyclery and Fitness, First Security Bank, Great Divide Cyclery,
Firetower Coffee, Base Camp, Real Food Store, Bill Schneider,
The Panhandler, The Big Dipper, Hammer Nutrition, The Hub,
Taco Del Sol, Montana Book and Toy Company, Capital Sports,
The General Mercantile, Green & Green Realty, and The
Vanilla Bean. My apologies if we’ve missed any of our
supporters; please let us know and we’ll post a notice in the
next Newsletter.
Christian Claeys and Tiffany Setzer
rocked the two-day DDR
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NON-MOTORIZED BALLOT
At HBC’s August Board meeting, your Board discussed a
request sent to us by City Commissioner Matt Elsaesser,
asking that we encourage HBC members to support the
creation of a Non-Motorized Transport District. While the Board
did not take action to endorse or reject the proposed ballot
measure, the Board did agree to encourage HBC members to
vote on this initiative. If you are a property owner in the City of
Helena, please send in your ballot.
HBC members should address their questions regarding this
proposed new District to Commissioners Elsaesser, HaqueHausrath, or Haladay.
DOGS AND CYCLISTS
While cycling on the Frontage Road, north of Clancy, early in
the afternoon of August 2nd, HBC member Todd Jones crashed
after colliding with an at-large attacking pit bull mix dog.
According to Todd, the dog lives at “...875 Hwy 282 in Clancy.
[This] is the first home on the right when you are going downhill
south towards Clancy from Montana City.”
Todd suffered a cracked pelvis, contusions, multiple abrasions,
and a concussion. Todd reports: “My helmet is cracked in five
places but held together, and probably saved my life.” I wrote
Todd, asking how he was doing, and he reports that he is
recovering, that he is back on his bike and has enjoyed a short
ride, and finally, that he really appreciates the Helena bike
community’s support.
There is extensive but often conflicting advice about what to do
when, as you are cycling along, a dog rushes out at you. Every
dog and each situation is unique, but here’s a distillation of the
(sometimes contradictory and likely in part bogus) advice I
found online:
Continues on page four
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Above all, be civic-minded and report the attack. Most of us
like dogs, in their place, but there is a limit. Call the police or
sheriff. Be willing to press charges. Helena city ordinance
protects cyclists with provisions for curtailing biting, vicious,
and uncontrolled dogs. Lewis & Clark County ordinance
likewise prohibits vicious dogs and dogs that are public
nuisances. The two best articles I found were in Bicycling
Magazine and from Crazy Guy on a Bike:
http://tinyurl.com/msk7z92, http://tinyurl.com/jwjv3w2
501c3 STATUS REPORT
We have not yet heard back from the IRS regarding our
application, which was sent to the IRS in March.
HBC MEMBERSHIP COUNT
HBC’s membership count is a healthy 231 members as of
August, 2014. Thanks to Peggy Stringer for all her good work
encouraging Helena riders to support cycling by joining HBC.
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In addition, your bike might serve as a barrier between you
and that set of slavering jaws.
9. Fight back. This is your last option, and if you have to fight
you’ll be glad you packed pepper spray in your jersey’s back
pocket.

HBC 2014 Board
Rob Psurny, President
Bill Schneider, Vice President
Dave Risley, Treasurer
Theresa Green, Secretary
Peggy Stringer, Membership Coordinator
Bruce Newell, Newsletter
Don Harris, Outreach & Education
Rob Psurny, One Helena Hundred
Don Harris, Double Divide Ride
Wayne Chamberlin, Double Divide Ride

Continued from page three
1. Don’t panic. It doesn’t help, and dogs seem to be
encouraged by panicking prey.
2. Be watchful. See aggressive dogs before they see you.
Warn your buddies if you are riding in a pack.
3. Shout! Many dogs will respect your assertion of
dominance. Be loud. Be angry. Be the boss.
4. Conversely, calm the dog by speaking softly and in a
reassuringly friendly manner. Watch the dog but don’t try to
stare it down.
5. Run, or rather, ride like the wind. Try to keep Rover away
from your front wheel. The hitch, obviously, is that most
dogs are built to run like rockets, and if you end up
crashing, you’ll crash harder.
6. Squirt the dog with pepper spray. This is more difficult than
it sounds, as most of us don’t ride with pepper spray at the
ready, and it is difficult to imagine groping for spray, all the
while pedaling, dodging cars, avoiding other cyclists, and
finessing Fido’s funky furry fangs.
7. Whistle. Some bicycle tourists carry a loud (120+ db whistle
at the ready on a cord around their necks. Alternatively, a
freon boat horn is an effective canine attention getter. I can
report that this has stopped charging junk yard dogs, but I
wouldn’t bet on it.
8. Stop and walk slowly away. Some writers suggest that
when there’s nothing to chase after, dogs will stop chasing.

